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Letter from the Editor 

With the world economy in its present stiltr ilnd everyone trying to make ends 
meet. it is a small wonder that groups like the International Oak Society manage to 
survive. Pcrsnnally . my wife and I have heen working very hard _just tn support 
ourselves and cnnscquently much of our free time has heen occupied in doing so. We 
must apologi1c Ill our memhers fur the deby in releasing this third issue. This 
publication is nlmpilcd on a free-time basis and unfnrtunately. in these times. it is 
something that most of us have lillie to spare. Indeed. it is challenging to fulfill the 
obligation to member~ to hec:ome more familiar and to share the appreciat iun of this 
noble genus of trees. Quercus and its vast array of varieties and forms is too important 
nntto have a S<X:iety such as ours devoted to it. In these times of difficulty. I remind 
myself of this truth . 

We will no longer be publishing a seed exchange forum as we did with issues 
#I and #2. The new plan of seed exchange is modeled upon other successful plant 
society exchanges which enable members to obtain rare and unusual species of plant via 
seed form. The first step of this new plan is for collectors of fresh acorns to donate some 
of their seed lots 10 the lOS's exchange distribution point (hopefully, there will he two. 
being an worldwide organization).ln the near future . we will have distribution points 
established. Secondly. a catalogue or listing of all the collected mateiials will be 
compiled and sent to memhers wishing to participate in the seed exchange. All members 
wishing to participate in the seed exchange need to fill out the enclosed form and send 
it to the Journal Office. Thirdly. seed lots of Sto 20 acorns will be piiced according to 
rmity and availability. All proceeds will go to the lOS to cover the costs of shipping. 
to I und publication costs and improvements. to fund events (such as the Conference in 
1994)and prumotiunsoftheSociety for new members. We in no way wish to discourage 
ourmemhers from writing to each other 10 exchange seeds. To assist in this step further. 
we have enclosed a cutTen! membership list. 

We have received a wonderful response to the aforementioned. Oak Confer
ence '94.to be held in Midwestern United States. possibly at the MottonArboretum ncar 
Chicago. The many ideas and comments upon the subject were very enlightening and 
we. like every<llle. arc anxious to meet the wonderful peoplr who make up our 
organization. Some of the responses arc in this issue's "Leiters to the Editor." With it 
still being over a year awily. funhcr developments will he published in the next issue . 

Despite my rather solemn opening. the outlook for the lOS is far from 
depressing. We have come a long way since our lillie group of enthusiastic pen pals . 
Mcmhership has been steadily incn:asing and we received a lnt of response to the 
prnrnotional brochures we mrnpikd and mailed. We ha,·c enclosed a bnx:hure for you 
to pass on. Wo:: hnpe to arrange membership cards forcverynne in the ncar future so that 
there is tangihk identification of belonging to the lOS. In future issues we will he 
introducing ad,·cnising space to funhcr generate income In our society. 



Since commencing this project. we have increased our knowledge of comput
ers and we can now organize our datahasc more efficiently. We arc quite confident that 
we can handle membership inquiries and the general running of the "business ." Of 
course. we need not repeat. the experiences and observations of our members arc 
welcome at any time to be shared amongst our fellow enthusiasts. Many of you have 
contributed already. and for this. we thank you. 

In order to keep the Society growing. we need help from all of you by sharing 
your oak expeliences. and most of all. to maintain the level of enthusiasm which 
commenced the lOS from the very beginning. 

Querws ogletborpemis from Grolier'> Field Guid~ to 1\onh American Trees. Redrawn b1 
M. Nigel Wright. 
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HYBRIDIZATION IN CALIFORNIA OAKS 
by John M. Tucker 

from Fremontia. July 1990 

In California the first hyhriJ oak was recognized well over I 00 years ago 

when . in I K63. AI hen Kellogg gave the name Querws more/w.nothe cross he tween the 
California black oak (Q. kelloxxii)and the inteiiorlivcoak (Q. wisli~enii) . But questions 
were sometimes raised as to whether these early examples were indeed hybrids l>r were 
actually species. This was ccnainly the case with Q. morel111s. Jepson indudcJ it as a 
hybrid in his "Flora of California," hut later. in his widely used "Manual of the Flowering 
Plants of California" ( ll!23) . included Q. morelws as a species. with no indication of its 
hcing a hybrid. How. then. arc such questions to he resolved'! 

Over the vcars students of the oaks have noted that suspected hybrids usually 
fit a certain pallci :: they usually occur as single. isolated individuals: they differ 
significantly from any of the well-known species of the area. hut arc morphologically 
intermediate hetwecn two species that could he the parents: and they arc growing with 
(or in the vicinity of) these presumed parents. 

In regard to the distribution ofhyhrids. E.J. Palmer, in "Hybrid Oaks of North 
America" (1948). noted that. "Hybrids are most likely to occur in nature along the 
margins of the range of one of the parent species or where one is locally rare and the other 
abundant. .. the chance for the production of natural hybrids between compatible 
species increases in proportion to the numerical inequality of the parent species in the 
immediate vicinity . .. it is not absolutely en·mrial that both parettt be found growing 
with it !emphasis added!. providing they arc natives of the region and arc known at no 
great distance. For if one of the parents was a lone individual. it may well have 
disappeared from the locality." Also, it has long been noted that hybridization in North 
American oaks occurs only within sections. That is. white oaks cross only with other 
members of the white oak group (the section Querms). hlack or red oaks with other 
members olthcir group (the section Erythrolmlm111.1). and the so-called intermediate 
oaks (the section Prorobalmws --Q. chry.mlepis and its relatives) only among their 
group. 

In the Old World. however. a few natural hybrids have hccn reported between 
memhers olthe white oak group and the sc.:tion Cerris. a Eurasian gmup. And. 
illlercstingly enough. a case nf spnntanenus imcrsectional hyhriditati<>n nccurred at 
Kcw Gardens in England in the IY30s. 

The criteria noted ahuvc which characterize hyhrids arc generally rcliahlc . 
But skeptics ha1·e pointed nut that. since oaks arc ortcn nmnriuusly variahk. snmc 
suppnsed hybrids may he' merel y extreme variants ol a species. This is cenainl y a valid 
argument: and a few nitics hal'e suggested other means-- presumabl y mnn: reliable or 
ohjccti1c -- lnr estahlishing the tn1c nature of suspected hybrids . 



Verification of Suspt'Cl~u Hyhrius 

In I Y07 Mac Dougall suggestcu that suspel· t ~u hyhrius coulu h~ l'~ rifieu hy 
sc1-c ral c x pcrim~nt a l pnx:euurcs : 

I. By p.:rfonning prug~ ny tests. Scculin [.!s of a su sp~ctcu hyhrid !if it is 
fcnik) shnulu shnw s~gr~ g atinn nf charactcri -,tics of the presumcu par~ nt s . 

~ "Synth~s i1ing" th~ hyhriu hy cxperimcnt:tll y crnss-pullinating the pr~ 

sumcu parental sp.:cil'S. 

3. By making anatomical comparisons of the s us p~neu hyhriu with it s 
parents. 

To comment on this thiru pnx:cuurc he fore consiucring the other two. I have 
found in my own studies that very detailed morphological compari sons (e ven using the 
sl·anning electron microscope )-- rather than anatomical comparisnns -- arc easier to 
perform and prohahly provide more ahundant data . Indeed. hy analyzing as many 
characters as possihle in which the two presumed parents differ. anu hy determining 
whetherornotthe suspected hyhrid is intermedi ate on eac h of these points. a sound has is 
can usually be provided for such judgments. 

As for the first prlx:edure. a classic example of a progeny test that estahlished 
the hyhlid nature of Querws x morehu.1· (an "x" between two letms of a hotanical name 
indicates hyhrid) hcyond any uouht was performed by Carl B. Wolf in the 1930s. From 
several large collections of acorns from trees of Q. x morehus, Wolf ohtained ahout 900 
young plants. "Of these. many were so weak that they only produced a few pairs of 
leaves and survived only a few months. Others closd y resemhled seedlings of Q. 
kelloggii and Q. ll'islize11ii. while a few from nearly every lot were typical Q. morel/Its. 
In addition. many seedlings were of variable leaf types and could not be regarded as any 
of the ahove three types ." 

One problem with the progeny test is that although young plants grown from 
a single tree obviously all have the same femal e parent. the pollen parentage may differ 
among the seedlings if more than one other compatible species is growing in the vicinity . 
Since oaks arc large ly self-incompat ihle. it can he assumed that the seedlings arc the 
result of out-crossing. and not the result of se lf-poll inat ion of the mother tree . Thus. 
wind-horne pollen from two or more other species could produce seedlings of diverse 
male parentage. Such a test could give comroversial results. to say the least. 

Another prohlem stems from the faclthal . if the suspected hyhrid is growing 
wi th only one of the presumed parents (with no other oaks in the neighhorhood. as 
sometimes happens). at fl owering lime the hyhrid will he showered with pollen from thi s 
one species. And the ahscnce of any other pollen source. the resultin g pmge ny of the 
hyhrid would he hack-crosses. Such seedl ings would he highl y 1 ariahle -- allcsting to 
the hyhrid nature of the mother plant -- hut they would provide few clues. if any. Ill the 
identit y of the "ah,~ nt " parent of the hyhrid. if thi s was in uouht. 

This point is hmne out in a progeny test I performed some thir1 y-rxld ye ars ago 
(a lthough not with a Californian hyhriu ). In the fall of 1!)57. 1 rec~ i1 ·cd a large cn llcction 
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of acorns from a 
graduate student 
(Rudy Drohnick) 
at the University 
of Utah. These 
were from a hy
brid between Q. 
turbine /Ia and Q. 
gambelii grow
ing in the Oquirrh 
Mountains in 
Utah, near Salt 
Lake City. The 
hybrid was sur
rounded by 
shrubs of Q. 
gamhelii, but 
there was no Q. 
turbinella in the 
vicinity. The 
identity of the 
parental species 
of the hybrid was 
not in doubt, but the progeny test was performed out of curiosity as to what the results 
might be. 

A detailed morphological analysis of the whole progeny (183 survivors at the 
end of the test, out of900 acorns originally sown) clearly showed several general points: 
the plants were variable, but in general were intermediate between the parents; at one 
extreme, several individuals were so similar to Q. gambelii as to be scarcely distinguish
able from it; at the other extreme, several plants were very similar to Q. turbinella. If 
there had been any question as to the identity of the absent parent, this progeny test 
would have provided no more clues than would a careful analysis of the mother plant, 
itself. 

As an interesting sidelight in this particular case, when Mr. Drobnick, in 1954, 
first discovered this interesting and seemingly unique oak, Q. gambelii was the only 
species known in north-central Utah . He and his major professor (Walter P. Conarn) 
decided it must be a new species. But first they sent specimens to C. H. Muller (at U .C., 
Santa Barbara), an authority on oak taxonomy, who then sent them to me. Both of us, 
independently, expressed the same opinion: this was a hybrid between Q. gambelii and 
Q. turbinella -- not an undescribed species. 

As the nearest Q. turbine /Ia was some 260 miles away in southwestern Utah, 
how could this possihly be a hybrid? This intriguing phytogeographic riddle set in 
motion a lengthy program of investigation by Drobnick, Cottam, and me, that included, 
among other things, an experimental crossing of turbinella and gambelii. The attempt 
at experimental hybridization was surprisingly successful, with no significant differ
ences between the "artificial" hybrids and those found in the Oquirrhs and along the 



The hrbrid (cemer) between Gamhel o.1k (Q. gamhellil, left and desen scruh oak (Q. turhinel la) ,t right) . 

in his M.S. Thesis. University of Utah. 1958. found many more of them extending 
southward along the Wasatch Range and all the way to the Pine Valley Mountains in 
extreme southwestern Utah . Here the two parents often occur cheek-by-jowl. and 
hybrids are frequent. 

Puzzling Occurrences of Hybrids 

The hybrids between Q. gambelii and Q. turbine /Ia discussed in the preceding 
section obviously pose some puzzling questions . Several hybrids are known in 
Califomia and adjacent Oregon that occur with one parental species hut with the nearest 
occurrence of the other parent being many miles away. 

How can such cases be explained? ln every instance known to this writer. one 
genaal explanation seems to be the most probable. namely. that the "absent" parent has 
actually existed at the site of the hyhrid at sometime in the past. that climatic change has 
on:un·ed in that region of suflicient severity to eliminate one parent hut not the other. 
and that the last lingering one or two individuals of the more sensitive species will be 
the parent of any hybrids produced. These last survivors will receive ample pollen from 
the other species. and. being largely self-incompatible. if they reproduce at all. their 
progeny will be hybrids with the other species. 

To he sure. there is no dearth of other possible explanations: long-range 
pollination from the nearest trees of the "absent" parent -- wherever they happen to he : 
transport ofhyhrid acorns hy traveling Indians . or even migrating birds ( ltyhrid acorns'1 

From what source 'I). 

Long-range pollination might have some rational appeal. hut I look upon it 
with extreme skepticism. Effective pollination would require the close coordination of 
!lowering of the oaks in the separate areas. wind sufficiently strong and sustained and 
ill tlte proper direction to transport pollen the required distance. and most improbable 
of all (after the immense dispersion and settling out over such a long distance). some of 
the pollen settling precisely upon the minute stigmas of the female !lowers of the second 
species. Possible 'l In a theoretical sense. perhaps. But the probability of all these 
requirements being met would seem to be inlinitesimal in the cases we arc considering . 
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Back to the Utah hybrids -- our explanation, then, assumes a northward 
migration of Q. turbine I Ia at least as far as the northernmost hybrids, at some time in the 
past. This was most likely during the post-Pleistocene Altithermal Period, from about 
7,500- 4,000 years ago, when the climate was warmer and drier than at present. As the 
climatic pendulum swung back to cooler conditions since that period, the winter became 
too severe forthe evergreen Q. turbinella but not for the deciduous Q. gambelii, nor for 
the occasional hybrids (mostly semi-evergreen) that became established. Since these 
are usually single, isolated individuals (occuring with gambelii), and in most cases 
appear to be F1 s, such individuals may be very old. 

Closer to home, trees of Q. x morellus were discovered in the 1940s in 
Josephine County, southern Oregon. These were in areas of Douglas fir woodland, with 
the one parent, Q. kelloggii, being common. However, the nearest known Q. wisleze11ii, 
the other parent, is approximately seventy-five miles to the southeast in Siskiyou 
County, California. Since the Iauer prefers warmer and drier conditions than Q. 
kelloggi, these hybrid occurrences -- as with the hybrids in Utah-- argue for a period in 
the past when regional climate was warmer and drier than at present. And again, the 
Altithermal Period could have been the time. 

In Southern California a very interesting hybrid occurs under desert condi
tions in Joshua Tree National Monument, Riverside County. Although similar to the 
examples discussed above in that one parent is "absent," the climatic implications of the 
case are quite different. This tree, growing in a wash at Live Oak Tank, is a hybrid 
between the valley oak, Q. lobata, and the shrubby desert species, Q. comelius-mulleri. 
The Iauer is abundant at the site, but the nearest valley oak is approximately 150 miles 
to the northwest, along the south side of Antelope Valley in northwestern Lost Angeles 
County. The two species are completely separated geographically at present, for Q. 
comelius-mulleri reaches its northwestern limits in the Cajon Pass area in San Bernar
dino County. 

The hybrid is essentially intermediate between the parents. Even so, in some 
characteristics it bears a clear resemblance to the valley oak: in the tree habit of growth, 
the medium-sized leaves with distinctly lobed margins, the medium-sized acorns, and 
moderalely warty acorn cups. In two other characters, however, it is more similar to 
theshrubby parent: its evergreen habit and flaky bark (Q. lobata is deciduous and in 
mature trees has thick bark deeply fissured into cuboid segments). 

For years the identity of this tree was controversial. Several different 
botanists had offered their opinions (all different) and made collections from it. Acorns 
collected from the tree in 1946 by the late Dr. P .A. Munz were propagated at the Rancho 
Santa Ana Botanical Garden. Munz noted that the young oaks differed markedly from 
one another. However, neither these nor seedlings from collections ten years later (by 
Ralph D. Cornell. Los Angeles architect) suggested Q. lobata parentage. Specimens 
sent to me from the plants surviving in 1963 all have leaves that are smaller and more 
spinosethatthc parent tree, i.e. , tending toward the shrubby parent. Thus, they probably 
were back-crosses to Q. comelius-mulleri. 
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After a visit to the site, and detailed morphological comparison. I was 
convinced that the tree is indeed a hybrid between Q. lobar a and the shrubby. evergreen 
species at the site, and published a descriptive article in which I name the hybrid Quercus 
x munz.ii. The name 1 used for the shrubby parent, however, was Q. turbinella subsp. 
califomica, which is the shrubby oak common in desert border habitats northwest ward 
from the Cajon Pass region. It was not until some years later that this similar shrub of 
the lower desert was recognized a.~ a distinct species. In 1981 two graduate students at 
U.C., Santa Barbara, Kevin Nixon and KeUy Steele, named it Quercus comelius
mulleri for Professor Muller at that institution. I agree with their judgment completely. 
Thus, the parents ofthe Oak Tank hybrid, Q. x mu11zii must henceforth be stated, not as 
in my article, but as Q. wbata x Q. comelius-mu/leri. 

In any event, the general point to be emphasized, as in the previous example, 
is that the range of the "absent" parent most likely extended as far as the hybrid site at 
some time in the past. In the case of Q. /obata, this must have been a period when 
climatic conditions were moister than at present in the southern Mohave. Some period 
within the last few thousand years, since the Altithermal (which was warmer and drier 
than at present), would seem to be a good possibility. Furthermore, considering the fact 
that the hybrid does not appear to be a very old tree -- perhaps no more than I 00 to ISO 
years old-- the last tree of Q. lobata may have persisted at the site right up until the last 
century or two. 

Evidence of this recent climatic change has been noted in Kern County, just 
to the north. Ernest Twisselrnann ("A Flora of Kern County ,California," 1967) reported 
the occurrence of old, long-fallen Jeffrey Pines several miles below the nearest living 
ones, in the Tehachapi Mountains. 

Finally, the few "anomalous" occurences presented here are just some of the 
more dramatic examples known to the writer. A number of others come to mind in which 
the "absent" parent is much closer - no more than a few miles away. In any such case, 
the curious-minded layman is always interested in an explanation and is often quick to 
propose one of his own --long-range pollination, acorn transport by Indians, or by super
jays, or something even more fanciful. Of course, the evidence must be carefully 
considered in each case. But it is always good to keep in mind the observations of E.J. 
Palmer, noted at the beginning of this paper. 

Quercus kellogii Quercus x morebus Quercus wislizrmii 
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Taxonomic Difllculties Related to Hybridization 

The simplest sort of difficulties are those experienced by anyone attempting 
to identify an unfamiliar oak that happens to be a hybrid. Especially frustrating to the 
amateur. hybrids can also be problematic to the professional. Keys in manuals or floras 
are seldom constructed to accommodate hybrids, and species descriptions don't fit very 
well , either. 

More serious problems, however, may confront the taxonomist, for example. 
in compiling a local flora, if highly variable populations resulting from interspecific 
hybridization exist in the area. or intergrading populations occur where species ranges 
are contiguous. Diflicult taxonomic judgments may be called for in such situations. 

Even though well-differentiated morphologically, if two taxa interbreed 
freely where they co-exist , one school of thought would regard them as different 
varieties or subspecies of a single species. This mind-set is a legacy of pre-evolutionary 
beliefs. when it was thought that interbreeding simply didn't occur between "good" 
species. Occasional sterile hybrids, perhaps, but even these were rare. This viewpoint 
is illustrated graphically by remarks of George Engelmann in a paper in 1878, "The Oaks 
of the United States." Engelmann, one of the foremost students of the oaks in the 
nineteenth century, was describing a highly variable population on the Arkansas River, 
above Canyon City in southern Colorado. "We feel satisfied that we might have 
abundant material to characterize several distinct species, certainly four or five well
marked forms. and, indeed, they have been considered such." But he goes on to say: 
" . . . but, looking around us. the very abundance of material must shake our confidence 
in our discrimination: within the compass of a few hundred yards we find not only !he 
forms [species) above distinguished, but numbers of others which are neither the one nor 
the other, but which are intermediate between them and clearly unite them all as forms 
of one single extremely polymorphous species." And he ends, rather plaintively: "If one 
oak behaves thus. why not others? Thrown into a sea of doubt, what can guide us to 
correct knowledge?" 

Engelmann's species concept was doubtless rooted in pre-Darwinian ideas of 
special creation. But even modem evolutionary biologists sometimes rely on similar 
criteria for a practical definition of species. Their rationale assumes that in a lineage 
whose members are undergoing evolutionary divergence. the development of barriers 
to gene exchange between them proceeds at the same rate as morphological divergence. 
Translated into taxonomic practice, if two related taxa hybridize and exchange genes 
more or less freely . they have not yet attained the status of good biological species and 
should he treated as taxanomic subspecies (of a single species). 

With oaks, however, as well as a number of other woody plant groups (e.g .. 
manzanitas and willows), a less doctrinaire species concept is called for. If the oak 
taxonomist were to treat as subspecies any pair of taxa that hybridize freely , he would 
often lump together oaks that are extremely different morphologically, belong to very 
different floristic assemblages. and have doubtless had long. separate evolutionary 
histories. One of the most suiking examples of this sort known to the writer involves 
Q. gmnbelii and Q. grisea in the mountains of New Mexico. Morphologically they arc 
poles apan . Floristically. Q. gambelii is a common element of the ponderosa pine 
association of the centra l and southern Rocky Mountains. Quercus grisea. by contrast, 



is a member of the North Mexican 
"encinal." or evergreen oak woodland. 
which occurs in pmts of New Mexico 
and West Texas. In the Capitan . Sacra
mento. and Guadalupe mountains in 
south-central New Mexico, hybridiza
tion has been so extensive and the de
rivative populations so successful. that 
large areas -- sometimes whole moun
tain sides -- are clothed with brushy 
oaks of this origin . Extremely variable. 
but generally intermediate in character
-and often with a few individuals of one 
or both parental species present -- such 
populations are one element of the 
Quercus wzdulata complex, a wide
spread hybrid complex in the South
west. Interestingly enough, in other 
parts of New Mexico one may find Q. 
gambelii and Q. grise a growing together 
with only an occasional F

1 
hybrid, or 

none at all. This is the case in the Black 
Range in western 
New Mexico and on the lower western 

t' ,, 
' ' • slopes of the Sandia Mountains imme-L------------------1 

diately east of Albuquerque. Leaves of hybrid (middle row). Quercus lobata (top 
row), and Querws comelius-mulleri (bottom row). 

Cases of this sort point up an important principle that botanists have learned 
in recent decades, in focusing attention on isolating mechanisms between species. In 
many plant groups evolutionary divergence between species has resulted from the 
development of imemal isolating mechanisms, such as chromosomal changes (e.g .. 
translocations, inversions, and deletions). But in groups such as the oaks these internal 
barriers have not developed. and the different taxa have evolved in geographical 
isolations from one another. If subsequent climate (or other) change brings them 
together later on, hybridization and considerable gene exchange may result. But this 
hybridization is clearly a secondary phenomenon. And if such taxa in their typical forms 
are very different morphologically and floristically. the major ot>jective of phylogenetic 
classification-- to show evolutionary relationships-- is best served by maintaining them 
as taxonomic species. 

Horticultural Importance of Hybrids 

Are oak hybrids of any horticultural importance'' Yes-- they can he. certainly. 
Individual hybrids that have desirable traits for ornamental planting. such as vigorous 
growth, unusually attractive foliage. superior form. and good fall color. would surely be 
worth propagating. But vegetative propagation would obviously he required, because 
attempting to propagate a hybrid from its ac<1rns (assuming it was fertile to some degree) 
would result in diverse. segregating seedlings. And possibly none of them would 
possess the desirable combination of traits of the parent tree. 
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Grafting is ordinarily the most feasible method with oaks. Propagation by 
cutting has been extremely difficult (or vinually impossible) in the experience of most 
plantsmen. Various attempts have been made to overcome this problem, since 
propagation from cuttings is ordinarily cheaper and more efficient that grafting. What 
limited success has hcen achieved has been accomplished by using cuttings from 
relatively young individuals one or two years old. The difficulty, of course. is that one 
can only guess at what the honicultural quality of such plants will be when they reach 
maturity.' 

Considering hybrids in panicular, one intriguing thought is the possiblity of 
creating "tailor-made" hybrids for use in special habitats or geographic in which oaks 
arc rarely found at present. For decades plant breeders have developed new varieties of 
crop plants or garden ornamentals by hybridization and selection. Why not oaks, as 
well '' For instance, considerthe fact that in communities along the west side of the San 
Joaquin Valley. from Coalinga southward, one rarely sees oaks used in parks or as street 
trees. The limiting factor. of course. is the extremely dry climate. Indeed, in the native 
flora of the adjacent hills a number of Mohavcan species extend into this semi-desen 
region. 

What kind of oak hybrids could be grown successfully in such an inhospitable 
region? An artificial (i.e .. "tailor-made") hybrid designed for landscape usc here could 
combine the drought-tolerance of a species of the arid Southwest such as Q. oblongijolia 
or Q. grisea with some other species having outstanding horitcultural qualities such as 
Q. gmnbelii, Q. macrocwpa, or Q. muhlenbergii. Sound farfetched? Granted, this may 
be futuristic thinking. but consider the following: a vigorous program of experimental 
oak hybridization was carried on during the 1960s by the late Waller P. Cottam. and 
Rudy Drobnick at the University of Utah. One of the most remarkable of Cottam's 
achievements was his successful crossing of a black oak (the blackjack oak, Q. 
mari/andica) with a white oak (Q. turbinella). 

Most of the hybrids Cottam and Drobnick produced are still growing at the 
University of Utah and in the University Arboretum at U.C .. Davis. 

Several progenies from Cottam's hybrids are being grown at six widely 
separated localities in the United States, an important step in developing hybrid strains. 
One can safely assert that Cottam's numerous hybrids-- maintained at the University of 
Utah and the University of California. Davis-- will serve for years to come as a valuable 
resource in funhering increased usc of oaks in international honiculture . 

OJ Considerable prox ress lias been made in !lie de, ·elopmenT of Techniques for !lie cui 
ling propagaTion of oaks since Dr. Tucker firs! published !his paper in /990. 



Named and Unnamed, naturally occuring hybrid oaks, 
with parent species 

~ybrid Species 

I . Q. x morehus 
2. Q. x chasei 

(from Munz. 1968 and Griffin , et. al. 1987) 

Named Hybrids 

Parents 

Q. ll'isliamii 
Q. a!(ri(olia 

3. Q. x gfmderi 
4. Q. x eplingii 

Q. kel/og!(ii 
Q. k.ellog!(ii 
Q. ke/hJ!(gii 
Q. garryana 
Q. garrymw 
Q. garryana 

Q. a!(ri(olia mr. oxyad1'11ia 
Q. doug/asii 

5. Q. x su/Jcom·esa 
6. Q. x howe/Iii 
7. Q. x grandidenrata 
8. Q. x a!I'Ordiana 
9. Q. x jolonemis 
0. Q. x macdonaldi 

II. Q. xmunzii 

Hybrid Species 

Unnamed hybrid I 
Unnamed hybrid 2 
Unnamed hybrid 3 
Unnamed hybrid 4 
Unnamed hybrid 5 
Unnamed hybrid 6 
Unnamed hybrid 7 
Unnamed hybrid 8 
Unnamed hybrid 9 
Unnamed hybrid I 0 

Q. engelmmmii 
Q. dough1sii 
Q. doug/a.1ii 
Q. dwno.m 

Q./o/Jara 

Unnamed Hybrids 

Q. agrifolia 
Q. garrymw 
Q. engelmannii 
Q. rurbine!la 
Q. durara 
Q. douglasii 
Q. chrysolepis 
Q. chrysolepis 
Q. chrysolepis 
Q. sadleriana 

Parents 

Q. dumfll 
Q. dumosa 
Q. dumosa 
Q. rur/Jine/la 
Q. lobara 
Q. lobara 
(and other white oaks) 
Q. rurbine/la 

Q. wislizenii 
Q.lobara 
Q.lobara 
Q. dumosa 
Q. dumosa 
Q. dumosa 
Q. dzmnii 
Q. romeme/la 
Q. m ccinifo/ia 
Q. garryana 

J. Griffin, 1990 
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THE CALIFORNIA OAKS. BY SUBGENERA 

WHITE OAKS BlACK OAKS INTERMEDIATE OAKS 
Subgenus Subgenus Subgenus 
Quercus Erythroba/nus Protobalanus 

0TREEOAKS0 

Blue Q. dougliuii Coast Live 
Q. og,;fo/io f'oo Q. chrysolepis 

Engelmann (J. englenumni Black Q. ke/loggii Island Q. wmentella 
Garry or Q.garn-mw Shreve Oak Q.parvula 
Oregon while var. shrel'ii 
Valley Q. lobata Interior live Q. l<·isli:enii 

OSHRUB OAKS 0 

Muller (!. cornelius- !~land scrub Q.panula Palmer Q. pa/meri 
mulleri Hucklcherry Q. mccinifolia 

Scrub Q. dumosa 
Lea !.her Q. durata 
Brewer Q. garryana 

var. breweri 
Deer Q. sad/eriana 
Desert scrub Q. turbine/la 
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Oaks for Urban Landscapes in Northern Illinois 
by George Ware, Morton Arbretum, Lisle, Illinois 

"Oaks are hard to transplant." Oaks grow too slowly." "Oaks have too many 
problems." "Oaks don't grow well near people." Perhaps there is some truth in all of 
these statements, but the fact remains that oaks can be useful and valuable urban trees 
if their requirements and vulnerability are understood and attention given to the 
attributes and requirements of their root systems. 

For any kind of tree to become established, it is important that new root growth 
take place within a reasonable length of time after transplanting. Apparently most oaks 
do not initiate new root growth so rapid ly as do many other kinds of planted trees. Thus 
planting in spring just before the stan of the growing season is best. because this allows 
root and shoot development to begin before the tree is subjected to summer dryness. 
Even so, the loss of a planted oak during the first summer is a possibility. Fall planting 
is less desirable. as these trees may he exposed to winter winds which dry out the twigs 
at a time when roots cannot take up replacement moisture because the ground is frozen. 

A practice which may give a transplanted oak a better chance of becoming re -established 
is the thinning out of the crown by pruning some of the twigs and small branches. This 
reduces the amoulll of foliage and thus the demand on the root system which has been 
reduced in size in the process of transplanting . Arborists and nurserymen often call this 
"balancing the crown-root ratio," and the practice may also he used to improve the shape 
of the young tree .1 



Transplanting 

Some oaks will transplant better than others, and this again relates to the 
nature of their root systems. Oaks that normally occur in sandy soils have long, wide
ranging. and sparsely branched roots that are difficult to preserve when digging. A 
young oak dug from sandy soil often will have only a few unbranched root stubs which 
cannot possibly provide enough new fine roots for absorbing sufficient water for the 
transplanted tree . Oaks which in nature occur on clay soils or in swampy situations arc 
likely to have compact and finely branching root systems. Thus a newly dug tree, 
especially when transplanted with a ball of earth, will probably have a multitude of fine 
roots which can form sufficient new fmd roots and assure survival and establishment of 
the tree. 

The production of healthy, non-stunted, green leaves is evidence that a young 
oak is becoming successfully established. The weeks following leafing-out are 
important to a young tree, as this is the period of most active photosynthesis, or food 
production. Even though photosynthesis continues more slowly into July, this is also 
a critical time because if the soil dries out, the roots may not be able to take up sufficient 
water to replace rapid losses from foliage. Fortunately. the need for periodic watering 
of newly planted trees is generally understood and appreciated. Thorough soaking of 
the roots every few days is better than daily light watering . 

Rate of Growth 

Fast-growing trees seem to have a special appeal to homeowners in today's 
mobile society. even though in general such trees tend to be shorter-lived and suffer 
more breakage . How fast do oaks grow? In the book Aristocrats of the Trees, E.H. 
Wilson claims that oaks are not really slow-growing and that in the long run they grow 
more rapidly than many other shade trees . However, oaks generally do grow slowly 
while becoming established, and the growth rate may not accelerate for three to five 
years. Our observations of oak growth at the Morton Arboretum suggest that pin oak, 
red oak. and English oak grow moderately rapidly and that white oak and bur oak grow 
somewhat less rapidly. Most oaks also seem to be resistant to wind damage. Both their 
strength and longevity enhance the value of real estate . 

Oak Problems 

It is true that oaks are subject to several common insect and fungus problems. 
ranging from a few which may jeopardize the health of trees, to others that are merely 
aesthetically objectionable. Cankerworms, or inchworms, may defoliate and disfigure 
oaks at a time when the young leaves are just beginning their food production for 
summer; if extensive, this can debilitate an oak and threaten its health. Late summer 
attacks on foliage, after food production is nearly completed. may be little or no threat 
to the health of the tree. 

Oak wilt, a disease in which a fungus blocks the passage of water from roots 
to leaves and produces wilting, can be a serious problem. particularly when the whole 
crown is affected. Sometimes one sees the persisting brown leaves of a dead tree or 
group of trees in the midst of a green forest. This disease tend to affect species of the 
red oak group much more than those of the white oak group. 
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Insect galls (enlargements of leaf or stem tissue caused hy the larvae of tiny 
wasps. so small that they arc rarely seen as adult Jlying insects) come in many shapes 
and sizes and are usually only slight disfigurements. rarely affecting tree health. 

Building Near Oaks 

A common prohlem in neighhorhoods where homes have hecn huilt on 
wolx.led lots is a decline in vigor of oak trees. This has heentermed "oak decline". and 
the most common evidence of it is the failure of the uppermost branches 10 leaf out in 
spring. Decline may result in gradual or sometimes fairly rapid death of the trees 
involved. Oak decline docs not seem to involve any insect. fungus. hactcrium or other 
causal organism. hut seems to result from the abrupt changes in the uak tree's 
environment caused hy construct ion and landscaping. especially the destruction of the 
soil/air interface to which the finely hranched surface root system has hecomc anuncd 
over a period of many decades. The less the root system of oaks are disturbed during 
construction. the heuer the chances for tree survival. 

Selecting and Obtaining Oaks 

The oak species most commonly offered by nurseries is the pin oak, Quercus palusrris. 
and virtually all of the planted oaks in urban landscapes in the Chicago region are this 
kind. However. there arc other oak species that arc worthy of consideration for home 
landscapes here. most of them native to Nm1h America. Some are evaluated below. 

Because few kinds of oaks are commonly availahle from nurseries. growing 
trees from acorns is a possible means of establishing specimens of the species in this list. 
All of the oaks listed except shingle oak. pin oak and northern red oak produce acorns 
that germinate immediately if they are planted soon after the acorns arc gathered in the 
fall. The best procedure is to plant acorns in a pot of commercial polling soi l indoors 
in fall or winter. The young plants should appear in two to four weeks and may be treated 
as house plants for a while. After attaining a height of a few inches they may cease 
growth. Sometime the leaves wither and drop off: however. a few weeks later a new se t 
of leaves appears and a few more inches of growth usually occurs. In May. the seedlings 
may be transplanted in separate pots or they may he planted outside. Shingle oak. pin 
oak. and nonhcrn red oak may he refrigerated in tightly sealed plastic hags or they may 
he planted in pots and kept in moist soil in an unheated space where freezing does not 
occur. Caution: acorns may lose viahility in a few day at househ,Jid temperature and 
humidity . 

A Selection of Oaks 

Quercus acuti.uima, Sawtooth Oak 
Sawth\loth llak is nati\'e to China. Korea and Japan . It has a straight cent ral 

trunk and hecomcs hroadly or sometimes narrowly conical in form as it matures. 
Branches often occur frnm the ground up. In silhuucuc the tree has an auracti\'C 
symmetry and a pleasingly even outline. It may reach a height of forty to fifty feet. The 
lohcless. toothed leaves arc lustrous and el,1ngatc. rcsemhling those of a chestnut. The 
foliage. with its rich tawny fall culor. is rather dense and persists through the winter. 
This characteri stic makes the tree useful for windhrcaks and for visual screening. 



Sawtooth oak grows moderately rapidly at the Monon Arboretum, but in the Chicago 
region, is little known and rarely seen as a planted tree. It is listed in a few nursery 
catalogs and seems to be a very promising tree for urban landscapes. The tree produces 
abundant acorns when only a few years old. These germinate readily, making this an 
easy tree to grow from seed. 

Quercus alba, White Oak 
A common tree of nonhero lllinois forests, the white oak may attain a height 

of sixty to one hundred feet and live more than two hundred years. A white oak with 
room to grow may attain a massive size with a very broad, rounded , symmetrical crown. 

All of the large white oaks in nonhero Illinois arc bequests from forests that 
have taken centuries to develop to their present state. When homes are built in a woods 
and selected specimens retained for shade and amenity. the abrupt transformation of 
surroundings is often devastating to white oak, as this tree has a special dependence upon 
the forest environment. The shelter created by a nearly continuous canopy for forest 
trees, which favorably modulated the temperature and moisture in the atmosphere and 
soil, is necessary for this oak. Removing the surrounding forest usually initiates decline 
or death for the trees that have been singled out to be saved! A large pan of the problem 
seems to be the modification of soil environment brought about both by the opening up 
of the woods and the damage (compaction, scraping, filling , etc.) done by heavy 
construction machinery . 

White oak is seldom seen as a planted tree, probably because it transplants 
with difficulty . ll does not grow well in clay soils, especially those with spring wetness 
problems. It is probably best established by planting very small saplings in well-drained 
soil and providing a mulch for many years . White oaks are stocked by only a few 
nurseries in this area. 

Quercus bicowr, Swamp White Oak 
Swamp white oak is one oft he most suitable of the native oaks for landscape 

use in the Midwest. ll is at home in floodplains and s~ampy places and grows 
satisfactorily when planted in inhospitable clay soils, a desirable attribute for success as 
an urban tree . In the natural landscape this oak sometimes attains massive siu and great 
age, but as a planted tree usually reaches only sixty to seventy feet in height. It grows 
moderately rapidly. On young tree the central trunk may be evident well into the crown 
of the tree. Old trees may have a broad vase-like shape. The slightly lobed leaves arc 
glossy green on the upper side and whitish on the lower. 

Though swamp white oak is a desirable shade tree, it is available at very few 
nurseries in the Midwest area. It is quite easy to grow from acorns. Young saplings are 
not too difficult to transplant. 

Quercus imbricaria, Shingle Oak 
Shingle oak, a native to the eastern and central United States, is an attractive 

medium-sized tree with a dense. nearly symmetrical. conical to rounded crown. It 
attains a height of fony to fifty feel. On the natural landscape it is found in fencerows. 
old fields, disturbed woodlands, and on fringes of forest. It is unusual among oaks in 
that its leaves are neither lobed nor toothed but have an entire margin and somewhat 
resemble the leaves of a magnolia. The brown leaves do tend to persist in winter. a 
frequently occurring feature of oaks, and thus provide screening. 
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Quercus macrocarpa leaf with distinctive cup. 

Shingle oak makes an attractive ornamental or shade tree, but is not com
monly planted. It is available at very few nurseries. It is easily grown from acorns, but 
acorn crops are irregular and birds and small mammals may quickly consume whole 
crops. 

Quercus macrocarpa, Bur Oak 
The coarsely-branched but graceful bur oak is a bold and impressive element 

of Midwestern landscapes. In pre-settlement times, it was found in open groves in the 
prairie. and huge specimens --three hundred years or more in age and reaching heights 
of eighty to one hundred feet-- may still be found here and there . Bur oaks of all sizes 
are common in the region. especially in open woodlands. Young bur oak saplings grow 
rather slowly. but growth accelerates after five or six years, producing an impressive 
young tree by the tenth year. It is unfortunate that the slow start seems to deter people 
from planting bur oak. as it is a greatly valued tree when mature , and greater planting 
for shade and enhancement of home landscapes is desirable. 

Bur oak can be transplanted as a young sapling if care is taken. but it hecomcs 
more difficult with trees more than six to eight feet tall. Mulching the young tree and 
protecting it with stakes is desirable. Seedlings for transplanting can sometimes be 
found during the spring after a year of high acorn production. This oak can be found at 
a few nurseries in this region , and it is easy to grow from acorns. 



Quercus muhlenbergii, Chinquapin Oak 
Chinquapin oak is native to eastern and central United States and is an 

uncommon tree of uplands and slopes, thriving on alkaline soils. It has glossy. large
toothed (or finely lobed) leaves that are rather small in comparison to the leaves' of most 
oaks. For many years. young chinquapin oaks retain a pyramidal to oval crown. 
dominated by a conspicuous. white-harked central trunk. As trees get older, the crown 
becomes more rounded. The tree may become more than one hundred feet tall, hut 
usually considerably less. 

Growth of young chinquapin oaks is moderately fast. The tree's satisfactory 
perfonnance on alkaline clay soils makes it a good possibility for landscape use in our 
region. However. it is not at all common on the natural landscape in the Midwest. and 
because its acorns are quickly consumed by hirds and mammals, it is not easy to obtain 
acorns for propagation. Perhaps this explains its uncommonness as a landscape tree. It 
is easily grown from acorns but is rare in nurseries . 

Quercus palustris, Pin Oak 
Pin oak. a native of our eastern and central state, is commonly planted along 

streets in the Midwest and East Coast. It is easily recognized from a distance by its 
straight trunk and many horizontal branches, especially in winter when brown foliage 
persists. The pointed-lobed leaves are commonly a brilliant red in autumn. The place 
of pin oak in the natural landscape is on poorly drained soils, where it may grow to 
heights of sixty to eighty feet or more. It grows rapidly after a year or two of 
establishment. Its shallow, compact root system makes it easy to transplant. and this is 
probably a reason it is the most frequently planted oak in urban situations. 

The yellowing ofleaves (chlorosis) may be a serious problem with planted pin 
oaks here. This condition is attributahle to iron deficiency resulting from the availability 
of iron in the alkaline soils that are so widely characteristic of the glacial landscape of 
northern Illinois. It is possible to correct chlorosis by applications of chelated iron. but 
the treatment must be repeated yearly. Trying to solve the problem by modifying the 
soil to reduce alkalinity is very difficult. For these reasons the desirability of planting 
pin oaks is perhaps questionable. Pin oaks are easily grown from acorns and are 
available at most nurseries. 

Quercus prinus, Chestnut Oak 
The chestnut oak, another native of the eastern and central United States. is 

a handsome tree which reaches about forty to sixty feet in height. It has a straight, dark . 
central trunk with a conical to rounded crown. Its glossy, wavy-edged leaves have long 
yellow petioles that create a special foliage effect. 

This oak grows moderately fast once established. Young trees arc not too 
difficult to transplant and seem to fare quite well as landscape trees in the Midwest. 
Unfortunately, this oak is not yet offered by nurseries of this area. It is easily grown from 
readily genninated acorns. 

Quercus robur, English Oak 
The handsome English oak is planted occasionally in the Midwest as a shade 

or ornamental tree where it grows satisfactorily but not so luxuriantly as it docs in more 
favorable loamy soils. It grows moderately fast and branches freely to develop a glohose 
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crown even as a young tree. It seems to become no more than forty to sixty feet tall in 
our area, though it gets much larger in other areas. Here it sometimes develops a die
back of the top limbs. Its small leaves have rounded lobes, and sometimes a bluish cast. 

English oaks are relatively easy to transplant and may be found at some of the 
nurseries of this region. It is easily grown from the very large and sometimes prolifically 
produced acorns. 

Quercus rubra, Northern Red Oak 
Northern red oak is native to the eastern and central United States and is found 

in our local woodlands. It is an anractive tree with large, glossy leaves with sharp-tipped 
lobes. It grows moderately rapidly , developing a straight trunk with branches that 
usually extend somewhat upward. Like white oak. it suffers when forests are drastically 
modified with the construction of homes. Unlike white oak, it is more commonly seen 
as a planted shade tree. 

Northern red oak can be transplanted rather easily and is generally available 
from nurseries. It is easily damaged by drought when it is young. and it does not compete 
with grass as well as do most shade trees. It requires ample space for the horiwntal 
spreading of its root system and its crown, as it becomes quite large, sometimes as tall 
as seventy-five feet or more. It is easily grown from acorns that have been in sealed 
containers under refrigeration for planting in spring. 

0 I Though WI established practice for many years, arborists and horticult11rist are shifting 
their practices to maintain as much of the crown as possible. W11en trw1splwlled dormaTII, 
much of the tree's carbohydrate sources are stored in the buds. By reducing rhe crown rario 
and pruning limbs, rile energy levels of !he rree is grearly reduced: and hence, rile survival 
rhrough transplaTII shock is subsequemly reduced. 

THE BIGGEST BUR OAK 
by Deborah Gangloff 

from American Forests, January/February 1991 

This bur oak has reigned as champ since 1980. when it was nominated by 

Owen H. Robinson, now a retired district forester for Kentucky's Division of Forestry. 
It stands near a pond on the 1,140-acre Indian Creek Farm, a horse, hay, and tobacco 
operation near Paris, Kentucky. 

According to Shackenford "Shack" Parrish, when members of the Parrish and 
Hancock families and their British partners first viewed the farm for possible purchase. 
tl;le troupe tried to stretch their arms around the mighty oak. They couldn't. 

Although this stately tree has suffered the indignities oflightning strikes a few 
times in its long life, it has held its own among the bur oaks. The tree is a symbol of the 
farm and is shown on its stationery and work hats . 

Twenty seedlings transplanted from the shade of the champ to one of several 
wild areas on the farm were killed by frost last year. The owners are determined to try 
again to preserve the progeny of this nationally renowned oak. 
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Quercus macrocarpa: 
The Consummate Tree of the Nearctic Savanna 

by Guy Stemberg,Starhill Forest, Petersburg, Illinois 

Savanna communities are, by definition. transitional habitats comprising 
both forest and prairie species. The predominate forest canopy tree species which 
visually and biologically rules savannas throughout the Tallgrass Prairie Region of 
midwestern North America is the versatile Bur Oak, Quercus macrocarpa Michx. 

A unique combination of physiological and morphological characteristics 
gives this tree, a classic ecological generalist of many climatic and edaphic zones, the 
ability of a specialist to thrive under savanna conditions where almost no other 
temperate forest tree can exist. This species is arguably the most important single biotic 
factor in the molding of a savanna community. 

An insight into the capability of the bur oak to adapt to tall grass savanna 
conditions is presented, toward a better understanding of suitable techniques for 
management and restoration of these vanishing natural systems. 

Introduction 

The deciduous forest of eastern North America is a dynamic, but morphologi
cally stable, ecosystem. The prairie of the upper Midwest is stable, too. as a disclimax 
maintained by environmental forces. But the transition between them-- the oak savanna 
--is war. Woody plants attack from the East, with their ally, shade; herbaceous plants 
counter-attack from the West, with their own allies of drought, wind, fire. and lightning. 
And so the battle persisted for millennia, ebbing and flowing with every subtle climate 
shift and every stocha~tic local environmental anomaly, from Manitoba to Texas. 

Recently. it seems that the herbaceous plants have been losing. due to human 
interference with natural systems of balance. Restoration scientists understandably are 
rushing forward to apply their craft in behalf of the vanishing herbaceous understory. 
But the savanna could still exist without any single plant species, except for one: the bu~ 
oak, with a little help from some of its co-generic counterparts, is the sole element that 
defines our oak savannas, and creates the conditions that make them what they are. 

How much thought do most of us give to the management of the oak resource, 
other than as an increaser to be beaten back? Have we considered the long-term welfare 
of this strategic element? 



Bur Oak Influences 

When the first European senlers advanced into the prairie, looking (or new 
lives, they naturally sought the open oak groves. which they called "oak openings" or 
"scattering timber." The bur oaks trees they found there furnished shade, shelter from 
wind, building materials, fuel. and forage for livestock. These trees also offered a 
psychological connection to more familiar forest environments. since bur oaks. and 
oaks in general. had been dominant components of forests back in the Ohio Valley. 
Perhaps they even appealed to human genetic memories of the supposed savanna origins 
of the human species. 

But the oaks provided more than wood, shade, and homey comfon. Th9y gave 
the savanna structure: they were its bones. The inclusion of scauercd oaks in the 
tallgrass prairie created the major source of diversity in areas devoid of str..:ams. 
potholes, or topographic breaks. The oaks nurtured obscure organisms like bull~t galls, 
and spectacular ones like the giant silkmoths. They furnished roosting and nesting sites. 
browse, and mast for tree-dwelling birds and mammals. They modified their own 
micro-environments to the benefit of the grasses like Chasmamhiwn and Elymus, .;md 
forbs like Po/ygonarwn and Zizia. 

When they died, the oaks became hunting perches for hawks, and dens and 
forage for woodpeckers. They served as carbon sinks and sources of lignin, and as they 
fell, they sheltered amphibians, and supported the fungi and other recyclers that 
expanded and renewed the food chain. Sometimes the bur oaks were joined or replaced 
on good upland soils by white oak (Q. alba L.), on dry or calcareous soils by chinkapin 
oak (Q. muehlenbergii Englem.), on wet soils by swamp white oak (Q. bicolor Willd.), 
and on poor soils by black oak (Q. ve//urina Lam.) or post oak (Q. ste//ara Wang.) or 
others. But bur oak was the principal tree in most of the upper Midwest savannas. and 
the predominant biological and visual force which shaped them. 

The Unique Adaptability of Bur Oak 

Conventional wisdom sometimes holds that the oak components' of our 
savannas existed mostly as relics of forest , persisting temporarily in the face of the 
advancing prairie. This cenainly could be true in some areas. but the special ability of 
bur oak to colonize the prairie should not he overlooked. This capability is due to several 
morphological and physiological tendencies which comhine to make bur oak resistant 
to, and tolerant of, the forces which created and maintained th~ prairie. 

Bur oak acorns are different from those of most other oaks in that they 
frequently are more than 50% enclosed by the cupules. or caps. that develop from the 
floral involucre. This can cause them to fall with the caps sti ll auached. and those which 
happened to lodge "nose down" in the savanna could be held in that position hy the 
unique broad fringe. The oak emhryo.thus brought intodirectsoil contact by its invened 
position and protected from light autumnal fires hy the thick. woody cap. would 
germinate that same autumn, sending its radicle deep into the soil during the fall rains. 
The root would continue to grow. fed hy the large cotyledons. until the soil froze . The 
following spring. the plumule would emerge. while the tap root continued to deepen. 
racing against the onset or summer drought and the competition of other plants. 
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These acorns arc sweet, and attractive to wildlife . Jays and woodpeckers 
would carry them away. occasionally dropping one into a favorable seedbed, potentially 
starting a new grove. Fox squirrels would venture more than I OOm into open territory 
from their secure oak dens. planting hundreds of acorns and retrieving . perhaps. a few 
less. thus helping to expand existing groves. Large mammals (chiefly bison) would 
track from grove to grove. tearing apart the prairie grass in their wallows: bur oak acorns 
occasionally could have become established in the open, moist seedbeds of abandoned 
wallows. 

The new seedlings which resulted were susceptible to top-kill by fires. like all 
woody plants. The roots would continue to deepen and thicken. forming "grubs" from 
which vigorous new sprouts would arise after each fire. But most trees could not 
develop beyond the root-grub stage as long as annual. or frequent, fires burned through 
them. However. in a forest-prairie landscape econtone mca~uring some 2500km from 
north to south. occasional opportunities obviously existed for a few oak seedlings or 
sprouts to develop for a decade or two without significant damage from fire. This might 
occur downwind from a stream. or along a topographic break, or near a bison wallow, 
or even behind a rock. or an old log. or the carcass of a large animal. 

Once this happened. the saplings quickly became among the most fire
resistant of all temperate-zone trees. The thick hark. which had begun to develop as 
early as the second year. provided the trunks with ample protection from most grass 
fires. and the crowns became elevated above the names' reach as the trees grew. Then, 
as the dense foliage began to spread and shade out the most flammable tall grasses. and 
as large mammals began to mat down the remaining herbal:eous understory in their 
quest for shade. the local fuel load was reduced and the trees had strengthened their hold. 

Bur oak gained great advantage from its variability. Populations. and 
individuals within populations. are notoriously heterogeneous. There are many intro
gressive populations with hybrid ancestry involving other species within oak subgenus 
Lepidolwlmru.v: some "bur oak" populations arc hybrid swarms. adapted to niches 
intermediate between those preferred by either parent species. In such situations. eal:h 
parent confers a specific advantage. and the heterosis which can result from their 
combination could allow the progeny to achieve a fire-resistant size very quickly. 



In wet decades or in sheltered areas, where the fires were patchy, oak 
reproduction could advance. Then, in dry, fire-prone periods, the trees dug in , and some 
survived. The long lifespan of bur oak enables individual trees to bridge two or three 
centuries, waiting for the next climate cycle or local anomaly favorable to recruitment. 
Those that could escape lightning. wind, and the occasional firestorm that might breach 
their formidable cortical defense would be ready to reproduce in better times. Old bur 
oaks frequently are the only presettlement savanna organisms which have survived our 
human army of occupation. Within their layers of annual growth arc contained the 
chronicles of our invasion and conquest of the West. Some of the oldest of these trees 
witnessed the passing of the baton from the Native American race to the encroaching 
Europeans. 

They tend not to reveal such information, though, nor even whether or not 
they are old enough to possess it. to the casual observer. Stem diameter. in the absence 
of other data, unfortunately is not a reliable indicatorofindi\·idual tree age. Many really 
big trees are relatively young. having benefited from ideal growing conditions under 
passive human land management. Sometimes their juvenile branching pauerns and 
youthful symmetry will suggest their limited age to the experienced eye. But only by 
including observations of the relative maturity of crown form , the productivity of the 
site, the known growth rates and ages of fallen neighbors, and some increment core data . 
can we make more reliable estimates of which trees might be "original" presettlement 
relics, or perhaps even pre-Columbian. 

Large old trees, though, whatever their actual years, provide the matrix 
around which we can restore or recreate our savanna heritage. Regardless of their 
chronological ages, they , unlike the herbaceous understory , cannot be wrought from 
nothing in a year, or a decade. 

Management Implications 

Since the onset of human immigration from Europe. our oak savanna ecotype 
has been transformed from a vast aggregate area to a scauering of remnants where the 
understory has been depleted. the old trees are fading . and brushy invasion is advancing 
to the detriment of both. The effect of the young woody understory upon the herba'ceous 
plants is direct and obvious; the effect upon the woody overstory can be Jess direct, but 
more insidious. 

As we auempt to bring back the savanna understory by culling, herbi<;iding. 
and burning surplus woody plants, we must remember that misdirection of these 
techniques can affect the trees we wish to retain as well. Fire-damaged trees no doubt 
were common in presenlement savannas, but they were scauered over an expansive 
landscape. We no longer have the luxury of leaving the health of our remaining 
individual savanna oaks to chance, especially considering the unnatural fuel loads we 
create during our brush-killing activities. The understory can be renewed in a decade. 
hut the old oak. with all of its biological and visual characta. cannot be renewed in a 
century. Careless use of herbicides. or a dead limb or brush pile huming too near one 
of our relic oaks. or a hot ground fire which cannot discriminate at such a small scale 
between those trees that we wish to retain and those we wish to remove , can cause 
damage that cannot be reversed in a human lifetime. To allow the oaks to be forced into 
decline by careless management techniques. planned only to implement the removal of 
surplus woody growth. will not serve well the restoration objective we follow . 
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There is a significant difference between prairie restoration and savanna 
restoration. Savanna managers should not neglect to explain this difference, in detail. 
to anyone who wishes to work on a savanna restoration project. The great monarch oaks 
arc not really savanna hones. or other static. lifeless structures. hut living system 
components existing on a longer time-line. These are dominant organisms that have 
persevered for so long. and without which the savanna~ would not exist. They need 
protection from ovcrfiring or carcless management. and they need periodic opportuni
ties for controlled recruitment. In our zeal to restore the native herbaceous understory. 
Jet's not tum our savanna~ into bur oak graveyards. 

Presemed aT The firsT MidwesT Oak Sawmna Col((erence, NorTheasTern Illinois Unil-er
siTy. Chicago. Illinois, 20 February, 1993. 

Quercus coccifera 
The Evergreen Kermes Oak by Dr. Faik Yaltirik, 

University of Istanbul, Turkey 

The Kermes oak grow extensively throughout Turkey, occuring within the 
habitatsof the maquis from sea level up to an altitude of about I ,200 meters. in either full 
sun or as an undergrowth in forests of Pinus brutia (A Mediterranean Pine Species). 

This peculiar picture (sec Figure left) was taken by my student Miss Selcan 
Cesur. on the island Gok~eada (lmros) near Dardanelle (Ganakkade), Western part of 
Anatolia, in the JEgean Sea. 
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Location: Turkey. the Island ofGok~eada. 300 meters to the hay of Kalekoy. 
Aspect-Slope: N.E .. 10%. 
Elevation: 40 meters. 
Land-Use: Degraded maquis. open land. sarcopoterium is abundant. 
Erosion: Severe wind erosion. 
Parent Material: Limestone and sandstones. 
Approximate Age: 60 years 

Editor's Note: Dr. Faik Yaltiriksent me a few months ago his work on the oaks 
ofTurkey. It is a wonderful journal . with good photographs and illustrations (the cover 
illustration is an excerpt) . Unfortunately. it is in Turkish and at the moment my Turkish 
translation is very rusty. Is there anyone in our society who knows or has contacts to 
an inexpensive translation service. capable of transforing this work into the English 
language?. 



leaf exzmples of Quercus coccifera from Dr. Yahrik's book Iurkive Meseleri. -
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A range map ofiurkey showing the occurances of Q. coccifera. 



Figure 1. 
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The Oaks in Philately 
by Stelian Radu, Simeria, Romania 

Reading the Editor's letter in the second issue of the lOS Journal, I remem
bered some of the numerous hypostases of the oak's presence in our life. One of these, 
less known and not so common, is the appearance ofthis robust, long-lived and valuable 
species on postal stamps. Looking through my modest collection, dedicated m11inly to 
trees and forests, I find some specimens which, I think, are of interest for our readers, 
even expressive, in spite of our modest graphic conditions. 

Figure 2 shows postal stamps with oaks, issued in the frame of some 
descriptions, dedicated to characteristic trees. The stamp issued in 1980 by the former 
Soviet Union reproduces the outline and a twig of Quercus roburwith leaves and acorns 
(fig. a), while the 1982 issue is a miniature copy of the oaks painted by the famous 
Russian landscape painter, I. I. Schischin (1832-1898)(/ig. b). The German stamp 
exhibits flowers, leaves and fruits of Q. sessilis (fig. c). On the English stamp we can 
see a magnificent solitary oak (fib. d), while on the French one, the habit, leaves flowers 
and fruits are of the same species, named in this case by its synonym, Q. pendunculata 
(fig. e). The oak on the Isreali mark (1981) is Q. ithaburensis (fig. f), while on the English 
stamp, the United Europe oak in Hauteville is depicted.(fig. g). 

In 1976 the French Post dedicated a stamp to the reknowned oak forest, 
Troncais, a beautiful stand (jig. h). In order to celebrate the "Month of Forest" ( 1956), 
the Romanian-issued stamps depict an oak. (fig. i). 

In the series dedicated to century-old trees, the Bulgarian stamp presents an 
800-year-old oak (fig.j) . The anniversary of an old Hungarian pulp factory is cenified 
by a stamp including an oak leaf, although this is not one of the numerous utillzations 
of oak wood (fig. k). 

Figure 3 represents three First Day Covers (FDC) issued by the United States, 
Tunisia (for the 6th World Forest Congress) and Romania, representing Q. alba, Q. 
suber, and Q. robur, respectively. 

Figure I reproduces a maxima card (with the same motif on card, mark and 
stamp) with an oak; this is a photocopy from the author's original. 

These are, of course, a few samples of oaks in philately and this shon 
comment is far away from being a complete one. 

And finally , why not a stamp for the inaugural conference of the International 
Oak Society? w 
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Short contrihution to the Oaks Bihlillgraphy 
hy Dr. Stclian Radu 

I . Mrmo~mphit' dt'l' Eicht'll Mille/pumt>a.v 1111rl rln Milll'imt' t' I"X ehit'le.\· (The 
Mri/IO!(rrif'h of Oak\ ofCmrml Eumpl' and Medirnmllt'flll Rt'!!iom). Schwart. 0 . 
Berlin . llJ3o- llJ3lJ . 

2. Mn11ogm[ta .I'IPjarilor di11 Rrmtrmia ( T/w Mrmogmph ojOak.1· ill Romu11i11). 
Gcllrgcscu. CC. & ".1nrariu. I. Studii I.C.E.F. Bucurcsti. llJ4ti. 

3. I>ie Eidlt'n (T/11' Oaks). Krahl -Urhan. J. Paul Parcy. Hamhurg and Berlin . llJW. 

4. /Juhi Kal'ka~a (The Oaks nfCauCI/.\1/S). Mcnitzki. Ill . L. 

5. l>uh (The Oak). Lositzki. K.B. Moscow. ll}X I. p. I 00. 

n. nul>i Azii (The Oaks of Asia). Mcnit7.ki IU. L. Leningrad. 1984. 

7. /Julmn·i (The Oak Fore.\'1). Novoseltzev. V.D. & Bugaev. V.A. Agropromizdat. 
Mosww. 1985. p. 214 . 

X. Si/1 iwlture of ForesT Trees ofrhe U11i1ed Srmes. Assorted Editors. Agriculture 
Handhook. Washington. D.C. 1974. p. 271. 

<J. Querws L. oak Seeds or Woodv Plants in the United States. U.S. Dept. or 
Agriculture. Agriculture Handhook 450. 1974. p. 692-702. 



Letter to the Editor 

Dear Mr. Wright: 

Firstly. many. many thanks and congratulations to yourself and all those 
involved in setting up the Society . This is actually a somewhat hclated scrihhkd reply 
to your No.2 Journal last autumn . I've really enjoyed the Journal and panicularly enjoy 
and appreciate the personal comments on the individual species and cultivars such a~ hy 
J. R. P. van Hoey Smith . 

Conference 

Yes. I am interested in attending. but could only decide nearer the time and 
I would put the present chances at less than-50/50. My thoughts arc that the timing 
should be when the fall colours arc at their most impressive . as it would he a long way 
to come to see bare branches. I would have an international conference. say. every fi vc 
years. cenainly no more frequently . so they (the conferences l arc special and people will 
make an effon tn come. I'd love to see one here in Europe. say Holland. sometime. 

Suggestions 

Please can you publish a membership list with addresses. idea lly with a brief 
note of member's particular interests. skills and professional dealings with oaks'l This 
could possibly be in the fonn of a hooklet to go with the Journal and he fully updated 
every five years. In the meantime details of new memhcrs and such could be an item 
in the Joumal. 

I would strongly urge you to encourage and introduce Life membership. 
which would save a lot of paperwork and build up a sound base fur the Socieiy with a 
small capital fund to earn interest or whatever. It has to he the way forward as I sec it. 
hut don't set the fcc too low. Memhcrs in countries with weak currencies could perhaps 
have a lower. possibly honorary. discretionary membership fcc . such as Rur~ania . 

I am a farmer with a growing collection of oak spr...:ics and varieties of my 
own. I have about 100 species and cultivars to date . hut my problem is that I'm in the 
cold t:cntrc of England and don't know how man y would survive a culd winter. Ahu I 
am often planting trees I've never seen and can only guess at how they will grow and 
survive here. and where they wnuld like to he planted. sut:h as heavy ground. light 
ground. a frost hollow. shelter. damp or dry soil. south facing. open sunny sites and so 
on. 

Best wishes and many thanks . 

Jamie Friend. 
Winnington Grange 
England 
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Dear Mr. Wright: 
I have just received issue No. 2 of the International Oak Society and I am 

writing to you to congratulate you on this . 

Unfortunately there seems to he some breakdown of communication hetwc.cn 
this end of the Oak II OS I and yours. I have he en hammering at the door of the Society 
and screaming for oak seed hut I have heard nothing. Whi-lst I do receive a lot of seed 
commercially. nevertheless. there arc some species which I urgently require and cannot 
get. for example. Q. mdlerana. Q. o~lethmpensis. Q. brewerina. etc. ' 

The alticles on germination of acorns need a lot of clarification. The hest 
descriptions and guide that I have is the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Al,lriculture 
HandhO<lk No. 450. Seeds of Woody P/ams in the United State.~. ( 1974 ). This gives a 
very lucid explanation and helps to clear away many of the myths of acorns which arc 
written . For example. "the emhryo has two lleshy cotyledons and there is no 
endospcm." Docs this not immediately give us some vital information ~ 

If the seed is fleshy and if there is no alhumen then it occurs to me that acorns 
should be sown immediately as possible after collection. It does not seem. therefore. to 
be a wise practice even rightly to dry acorns in the air. Of course. if one is sending acorns 
around the world. then. it may occur that the acorns may arrive at their destination dry , 
unless they have been packed with some damp material to retain moisture. 

I do not believe that the moisture content of seed is properly understood by 
many growers and amateurs . To my mind it is pure logic and stands to reason that nature 
has provided moisture for a reason and that we destroy the rhythm of nature at our peril. 

I have now grown thousands of oaks from acorns. At first. I sowed the acorns 
in open seed heds hut this practice was not satisfactory as the seed beds had poor 
drainage and our soil is very alkaline . Mice were also a problem. Then I reverted to 
sowing acorns in pots and growing oaks in containers. This practice has proven 
satisfactory. hut there are a number of points to watch. It is necessary to have a deep pot 
as the oak has a tap root and it is essential not to let that root girdle round the bottom of 
a small pot. 

Acorns can produce a second radicle, hut is there any point in destroying the 
lirst radicle for that surely should he the hctter and stronger one. I agree with the practice 
nf placing acorns in slightly damp peat (not wet peat) and putting them in a polythene 
hag until they start to germinate . but as soon as they start to emerge. I sow. I do not like 
to have a hag of acorns with a mass of roots hccause it is diflicult to disentangle them 
without damage. 

Nowadays it is not my practice to refrigerate acorns. I find that fluctuating 
temperatures. like nature provides. is just as good as any. In my view a fridge can 
produce a dry atmosphere and unless the acorns are mixed in slightly damp peat. they 
may dry. Ncvcnhclcss. I do accept that many people use a refrigerator with good results. 

Let me leave you with one thought . Why do the white oaks germinate in the 
autumn and the hlack oaks in the spring? This is an interesting discussion point and 
perhaps the origin of the plant may have some hearing on it. 



I would he very illlerestcd in attending th.: International Oak Suciety .:onfer
cm:e. Althuugh I have studied growing oaks from acorns. newt1hckss I am the first to 
recngnise that my knowledge is very limited and that I have an enlllmnus amount to 
learn . 

In this country. there arc very few estahlishcd cullcctiuns uf naks. With the 
cxccplinnof Q. rubm. Nonh American oaks arc rare. The odd oak may he fuunJ here 
or there in one uf the large parks or private gardens. However. in the last five years . I 
have experienced an enormous upsurge of interest in the genus. Two y.::ars ago I 
exhihitcd at a plant sale in France and sold 500 oaks. Everyone in Frant:<' wants an oak 
as Louis IX gave judgment under an oak tree. Many of the soils in France arc wry 
satisfactory for growing these plants. 

By the same token. there is alsoancnotmuus interest in this country and many 
people arc now sta11ing to make cullections of oaks. I would like to knuw a great deal 
more ahout oaks under landscape conditions andce11ainly it would lx' interesting to have 
a lecture hy Michael Din. 

I would suggest that Le.1· Clienrs by Camus is hopelessly out of date . In my 
experience it is not difficult hut impossible to ohtain a complete copy and it is out of 
print. It may. however. he possihlc to pick up an odd copy in a second-hand hook shop. 
A number of years ago. Timer Press. Oregon. expressed interest in doing a new houk 
on oaks and they were in touch with Philip McMillan Browse. However. that project 
did not appear to goon and my recent enquiriesofTimher Press say that they are in llluch 
with the Society with a view of writing a new book. What news do you have of this?' 

Keep up the good work. 

With Kind R<!gards. 

J.G.S .Harris. Proprietor 
Mallet Coull Nursery 
Taunton. Somerset 
England 

OJ Can some of our West Coast. U.S.A. membt:'rs ht!lp Mr. Harris 1rith Q .. mdleriana. and Q. 
bre>reriana? Dot:'s aii)'OIIi' in South Carolina han' access to st:'ed of Q. ogletlwrpmsi l. 2. 
Cam/ina lw•·e acct:'SS to St:'ed of Q. og/ethorpt:'nsis. 

02. Somer?( our mr' ml>ers hare t:opies of Les C/ten<'s a11d Oilier outstancli11g oak re(aen.-e 

!JOoks. Palwps lilt:'." \\·oulcl ' ' "' h'il/inf( to bring them. for cli.1plm· a11cl rt:'l 'iew. 10 the 1. 0 .5. 
amfermce? E•·nyo1w sliouftl plan 10 bri11g seed. etc. as •n' /1. 

Re}iarding the intiati1 ·e ,,. the Timl>er Pre.u. a p1111el of expert.\· (includi11g sen'rrtii.O.S. 

memhers) is mm·ing ahead 1rir/1 tfris project. It is mllssin' 1111dertllkin~. and will require 

St'\'ertr!Yellrs. lmt11·e e~peu to !rear 11n updtllt' 1111d l't'tflll 'S/.for tlw illf'lll d11rinM tlw I.O.S. 
LW!/i' l'l' lin'. For tfrost' lllllllil<' 10 111/end tire cou(an1ce. 11'1' mig/11 tllll>li.l fr lltl 11/>niated 
f'rtiCI!t'rfillgS liS II spt' citr/ iS.\111! tl( tfre J.O.S. jOlt /'/Ia/. . 
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Appeal for National Tree 
Ofor our Stateside /VlembersO 

I'm enclosing a copy of Senator Frank Lautenherg's National Tree Legisla
tion. S.J . Res . #X I which desinates the Oak to he our National Arboreal Emhlem. 

This piece of legislation has heen assigned to the judiciary Commitee until it 
acquires 51 co-sponsors. before it will he released from this committee onto the 
lloor of the senate for a passage vote . 

Wt: must secure the active support of our state-side members Ill write or 
telegraph their respective Senators. strongly urging them to quickly en-sponsor S.J . 
Res. #XI . 

Sincerely. 
Harry J. Banker 
Banker & Company 
~0 Eagle Rock Ave. 
West Orange. NJ 07052 
20 I 731-0840 

I 03D Congress, I st Session 

S.J. Res 81 - Designating the oak as the national arboreal emblem 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, April I9, 1993 
Mr. Lawen/Jerg (fnr himself and Mr. Bradley) introduced the following joint 

resolution which \HIS read Mice and referred to the Committee 011 the Judiciary. 

Joint Resolution 
Designating the oak as the national arboreal emblem. 

Whereas the oak has more than three hundred species native to N011h America: 
Whereas the oak is grown in every state: 
Whereas the oak represents durability and longevity: 
Whereas the fruit of the oak. the acom. was used as food by early native 

Americans. 
Whereas in a poll conducted hy the Intemational Society of Arboriculture, the 

oak was selected hy a majority of people as the tree that symbolizes the United States: 
Whcrt:as the oak has been renowned in art. music, literature : and 
Whereas it is fitting and proper that the United States have a national arboreal 

emhlcm: Now therefore. he it 
Rt:snlved hy the Senate and the House of Representatives of the L:nited States fo 

America in Congress assembled. That the tree commonly known as the oak is 
designatt:d and adopted as the national arboreal emblem of the United States. and the 
President is authorized and requested to declare such fact hy proclaimation . 

.fi'()m Abori.~t New.~ 
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